It became apparent, in the course of the detailed examination of several manuscripts, for example MSS Leiden Or. 6, Bodley Marsh 209, and BL Or. 5035, that these manuscripts, and doubtless there are others, had been written, emended, enlarged or completed by scribes who were aufait with the Samaritan printed font. It is quite likely that the rapid changes to the style of the Samaritan script in manuscripts written in the seventeenth century resulted from the influence of Samaritan fonts on their script source. There is a clear interaction between the manuscripts acquired by European scholars from their agents among the Samaritans and the type cast for printed books about the Samaritans. Sometimes one can trace the genre of the hand used as a model for the cast type and one can nominate the manuscript which was used as the model. The student of Samaritan palaeography, and of the provenance of the manuscripts now found in European libraries, cannot be unaware of the spread of new type-faces of the Samaritan across Europe and, in fact, he would do well to take cognizance of them. However, the study of the Samaritan type-faces should not be linked only to the study of manuscripts: it is a pursuit that is worthwhile in its own right. It is self-evident that the scientific cataloguing of early printed books may involve drawing on information that is conveyed by the type-faces, especially when other information is deficient. 1 Unfortunately, there are but two studies of Samaritan fonts and both are inadequate, the second repeating the wording of the first, in the main, verbatim. 2 While there are copious references to Samaritan fonts in the many, early scholarly works on the Samaritans and there are various fonts to be seen on printers' specimen 88 BULLETIN JOHN RYLANDS LIBRARY sheets,3 the data are not always helpful -they may even be misleading. 4 Hence a consolidating study is needed that draws on the skills of the Samaritan palaeographer.
Samaritan type-faces made their appearance in the printing shops of the West at the time that the first Samaritan manuscripts were brought to Europe. 5 There can be little doubt that the first Samaritan type-faces were cut by craftsmen who were guided by scholars who were acquainted both with the Samaritan manuscripts and with the ancient Hebrew coin script which they took at first to be a form of the Samaritan rather than the old Hebrew cursive script. It is important for the Samaritan palaeographer to be aware that the new Samaritan fonts became known to the Samaritans through the polyglot Bibles which they received from the hands of the western savants and their agents. In turn, these printed works influenced the Samaritan calligraphic style so there is a circulation in which the Samaritan scribes send manuscripts to the West which have been influenced by western interpretations in cast type of the Samaritan script. 6 Since the Samaritan fonts reflect the scholarly interests engendered by the flow of manuscripts to the West the matching of the manuscripts to different type-faces is one of the keys to our understanding of the provenance of Samaritan manuscripts, knowledge of value to Bible exegetes as well as to codicologists and palaeographers. 
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In essence, the cutting of the Samaritan type-faces was a facet of the orientalism -the study of the Middle East and the Levant through direct contacts -which has influenced European scholarship from the beginning of the modern era. The evidence presented here testifies to the fact that many of the Samaritan type-faces were cut for specific projects: the spread of fonts from city to city reflects the growth of European oriental scholarship and the influence of individual scholars on their pupils in a number of European universities. It is no accident that the first books to incorporate Samaritan type-faces were those scholarly works which brought the new languages which were coming from the Middle East -Phoenician, Aramaic, Armenian, Samaritan and the like -to the notice of the educated European reader. Interest may also have been stimulated by the curiosity of the public which was fascinated by the exotic scripts, and through the symbiosis between bookseller, publisher, scholar and scholar-traveller that was one of the characteristics of the seventeenth-century literary world. Postel, Amadutius, Leusden and Scaliger were among the European polymaths who began to open up new horizons for the scholars of their day by presenting in print the linguistic tools to whet their appetites and disseminate the new knowledge of Middle Eastern languages and literature gleaned from the manuscripts flowing to the West.
It is doubtful if we can yet speak of a mood of'eyes towards Zion', a mood which was to dominate the explorations in the Holy Land during the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. It is equally doubtful whether early European orientalism was in any way motivated by a search for materials to illuminate the text and study of the Bible. Such interests were yet to arise in the wake of the Council of Trent. The sixteenth-century exploration of the Middle East sprang from the intellectual curiosity of the early modern scholars and from the expansion of trade which ushered in the modern era. Though some scholars made the exacting trek to the Levant many of the more important manuscripts which were to enter European libraries at this time were sent to the West by commercial agents acting on behalf of scholars. Among the early tide of manuscripts were a number of Samaritan texts.
When one considers the volume of literature about the Samaritans which poured from the European presses in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries it becomes evident that the rediscovery of the Samaritans was, to its contemporary world, what the discovery of the Dead Sea Scrolls has been to ours. The Reformation had generated a renewed interest in the sacred scriptures and, though progress was slow, both Protestant and Catholic churches moved towards a new biblicism which permitted the scriptures to be dealt with according to the principles of historical investigation. For a while the Council of Trent inhibited critical investigation by both Catholic and Protestant schools, but the rise of historical and philological scholarship broke down the orthodox approaches to the Old Testament. There can be 90 BULLETIN JOHN RYLANDS LIBRARY little doubt that the discovery of the Samaritan Pentateuch played an important part in this assault upon orthodoxy although its role is not well documented.
Two of the fathers of modern biblical scholarship, Johannes Morin, 'the father of textual criticism', and Richard Simon, the 'father of higher criticism', were manifestly not only aufait with what was the contemporary knowledge of the Samaritans but contributed to the advancement of that knowledge. Morin wrote four major works on the Samaritans and contributed a study of the Samaritan Pentateuch to the Paris polyglot Bible. Such is the volume of writings on the Samaritans that a thoroughgoing description of the Samaritan type-faces serves as a key to the literature and to the nature of scholarly developments in the field. One sees in the history of the Samaritan type-faces the shifts in the focus of interest from the first rediscovery of the Samaritans and their Pentateuch version through the study of the Samaritans themselves as a 'fossil' version of the ancient Israelites and their religious beliefs and practices down to the time that it became de rigueur for the scholar-explorers of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries to visit Nablus and interview the Samaritans at first hand. One may also trace the shift in the focus of study from university to university and from scholar to scholar. In effect, the study of the Samaritan font introduces us to a microcosm of the progress of orientalism in the modern world.
Having made this claim it is as well to remember that there were some centres of Samaritan scholarship where texts were printed using only woodcut or engraved plates of the Samaritan script for the purpose of illustrating the Samaritan alphabet and there was no further use of the Samaritan script in the printing which ensued. 7 Such a centre, for example, was Uppsala, where Andreas Boberg published his Lingwet Literis Samaritanorum, in 1733, using only a crudely-cut alphabet in imitation of the Dutch-German face (below, to incorporate in this study of the cast type-faces a listing of all such engravings, interesting though that might be for the study of the progress of Samaritan scholarship. One must work one's way through Dobrowsky for this. Our prime (but not sole) concern here has been with moveable type, the designers, matrix makers and punch cutters except in regard to the very earliest examples which are illustrative of manuscript provenance. We have also refrained from exploring the philosophical arguments which lay behind some of the early presentations of the Samaritan scripts, since most of these were in woodcut. The sixteenth-century writers argued avidly as to whether Adam or Moses was responsible for the first Hebrew-Chaldee-Samaritan script and the fonts which ensued in woodcut were named after their eponymous draftsmen. One finds in the early Vatican inventory such Samaritan forms as Adam and Moyses and, among the French exotics, Salomon. In England, in 1625 one finds, in Purchas, his Pilgrimes, alphabets attributed to the Angel Raphael, Enoch and to Abraham. Discussion of these scripts must wait for some other time. Here we must confine ourselves to exploring the relationship between the scholarly orientalists and the works which they wrote, with the type founders and the printers and the manuscripts which supplied the models from which they cut and cast their fonts.
GUILLAUME POSTEL AND HIS IMITATORS
For some years it has been the accepted wisdom that the first Samaritan font cut in Europe was that prepared for the second edition of J.J. Scaliger's De emendatione temporum (Leiden, 1598). 8 The accepted wisdom may well remain unchallenged in that Scaliger's predecessors did not use moveable type, so far as we are aware. Yet, there were two Samaritan alphabets that can be readily recognized as what they purport to be, which were printed before Scaliger's font was cut and which appear to be its direct antecedents. Besides these, there were also at least two other printings before Scaliger's,9 one of which is not readily recognized as Samaritan though it purports to be such. These earlier publications are worth discussing here for they raise questions about the rediscovery of the Samaritans in the early sixteenth century, even though some of the alphabets concerned are engraved and fall outside our defined parameters.
The two easily recognized alphabets are those published by Guillaume Postel in his Linguanim duodecim characteribus (Paris, 1538) and in his De foenicum literis (Paris, 1552). Postel was followed by an Italian scholar, who claims to have anticipated him, having shown Postel several Samaritan scripts and even had him correct one of these scripts for publication. There seems to be no reason to doubt that whilst Postel was the first to publish a script, he was aware that others were about to be published when he wrote his Linguarum duodecim characteribus. The Italian scholar, Theseus Ambrosius, or Ambrose of Pa via, known also as Albonesius, deserves to be remembered in the annals of typography, if not for his execrable Samaritan alphabet, at least for his numerous other 'exotic' scripts, some of which are elegant and accurate. Albonesius published his Introductio in Chaldaicum lingua, Syriaca, atque Armenica et dece alias linguas in Pavia in 1539. According to his colophon he drew his own scripts, but did not engrave them himself ('Sumptibus et Typis, Authoris libri'). That they were engraved by an unknown craftsman is made clear from a letter (printed in an appendix) to Postel, in which he told the latter that he was sending him, via his engraver, a copy of a letter written by the Devil himself.
On the contents page of his work Albonesius noted that he was dealing with the following languages and alphabets -'Chaldaeorum, Samaritanorum, Hebraeorum, Aarabum (!), Punicorum', among thirty-eight such, one of which included the script of the Devil's letter. In the aforementioned appendix Albonesius wrote, 'In the earlier tract on engraving and typography I described the alphabet of the Samaritans as William Postel kindly redrew it for me in Venice, from his own (alphabet) which he had brought to Italy from Byzantium.' By 'the earlier tract' it must be assumed that the author meant the first part of his book, as he is not known to have published a separate work before this. However, no Samaritan alphabet is found in the earlier part of the work unless it be that which is printed vertically in the margin of page 23 recto, in a section devoted to a discussion of the Samaritan alphabet. This alphabet is not recognizable as Samaritan for it bears a close resemblance to Syriac (though it is different from the font acknowledged as Syriac elsewhere in the work), and not one letter in any wise replicates the Samaritan. It is difficult to believe that this alphabet, or in fact any of the alphabets in the work, was written under the guidance of Postel in view of the accuracy of his Samaritan type-face.
This was not the only Samaritan in Albonesius' tract. While Albonesius recognized in his letter to Postel that Postel had but just returned from Constantinople, in 1537, and had brought with him a knowledge of Samaritan which he had gained at first hand, he spoke of two other Samaritan alphabets which he had seen long before making Postel's acquaintance. He wrote:
In the present study, therefore, it seemed that the other Samaritan alphabet, should not be allowed to remain in the dark any longer. It was given to me, ages ago, first in Rome by Fabius Spoletanus, the highly esteemed lawyer, expert in both Greek and Hebrew letters, who was secretary of the then Reverend Cardinal of the title of St. George Raphael Riario.
When in Rome I also showed it to that polyglott, Flaminius, most learned among the scholars of his day. He declared that it was most cenainly Samaritan, and he did not disdain to copy the alphabet in his own hand and to state that it corresponded with the other, which indeed it did.
The alphabet attributed to Flaminius is printed on page 202 recto, and has a moderate resemblance to the Samaritan script. Despite its inaccuracies, Flaminius' Samaritan may have been the first engraved font of the Samaritan alphabet to be reproduced by an imitator for it is indubitably the source of the face numbered Samaritan 1 in Fry's Pantographia. Whether it was plagiarized directly by Fry from Albonesius' edition, or whether he redrew it from an intermediate publication is not known to me. The errors in the Fry version, as well as the differences from Albonesius' printing, might indicate an indirect borrowing.
Even a casual inspection reveals that none of the alleged Samaritan scripts printed by Albonesius was based on direct consultation with a manuscript. They are sufficiently remote from either majuscule or minuscule forms for that to be a self-apparent conclusion. A thoroughgoing study of all the early Samaritan manuscripts in Europe has been undertaken by James Fraser10 who has shown when and how the known manuscripts reached the hands of European scholars. There is no scope for any identifiable manuscript to have been consulted by Albonesius or his informants unless there is one unknown to contemporary scholars. Postel still seems to be able to claim priority in acquiring a Samaritan manuscript for study. This he did in 1537, and spoke about it at a scholarly gathering in Venice, in June of that year, according to Albonesius' letter, aforementioned.
Where then did these Italian savants gain their knowledge, imperfect as it was, of the Samaritan scripts? Two clues in Albonesius' text point to a probable source. In speaking of Spoletanus, Albonesius mentioned that he was a Hebraist of note. In his letter to Postel, Albonesius spoke of Daniel Bomberg, the most prominent of the printers of Hebrew books in the first quarter of the sixteenth century. In the literary circles in which Bomberg mixed, and in the circle of Hebraists in Italy, there was a tradition about the Samaritans and their script that is demonstrated in Azariah de Rossi's Ma'or Eynayim (Mantua, 1574). De Rossi, in publishing an engraving of the Samaritan font, in which both minuscule and majuscule characters were represented, showed how European Jewish scholars had developed an acquaintance with the Samaritan script via pilgrimage to the Holy Land and from the old Hebrew coin script which they recognized as 94 BULLETIN JOHN RYLANDS LIBRARY having a Samaritan relationship. 11 In the absence of an obvious manuscript source, and in the light of the scholarly circle from which Albonesius drew his information, we may suggest with some degree of confidence that it was via diffusion from Jewish sources of the type noted by de Rossi that Albonesius and his informants came to their knowledge of the Samaritan script. Though there can be little doubt as to de Rossi's sources, it is not at all unlikely that he had seen Postel's script in Linguarum duodecim characteribus, and was influenced by it. This suggestion is based on the similarity between the letter samech in both printings; the problem of this samech in Postel's work is discussed below.
We do not know what motivated Postel to seek a Samaritan manuscript in Constantinople. Whatever the reason he was able to make available to European scholars the first Samaritan manuscript for study, thus beginning a branch of Bible and cognate scholarship that is still flourishing today. For this achievement alone he would have a place in the annals of European scholarship. We must acknowledge that, in addition, his Samaritan script was the forerunner of all the moveable Samaritan printed type-faces, and it was a good type-face based, for the most part, on the manuscripts. Whether his font was influenced at all by Albonesius and the data that Albonesius showed him is unknown, but we may doubt that he took much account of what he had been shown. On the contrary, if he had made corrections to the script that Albonesius showed him (as Albonesius claims he did) he may have deliberately misled his rival so as to have a clear field. There is conflicting evidence on whether Postel's texts were printed from moveable type, or whether they were made from engravings or woodcuts made for this occasion, though the latter is probable. Examination of the texts makes it appear likely that woodcuts were used, though even experts can be misled. 12
Postel's first printer, Pierre Vidoue of Vernouil, was a wellknown Parisian atelier13 who had 'exotic' fonts cut for him, some of which appear to have been employed in printing Linguarum duodecim characteribus. 14 However, it seems likely that the most important of The Samaritan text appears three times in Linguarum duodecim characteribus. The first time is on the title-page where, in a table below the author's name, six alphabets form an ornamental block in horizontal lines. None of these alphabets represents those in the body of the book and, therefore, are engraved not set. The second and the third appearance of the Samaritan alphabet in the text is in a double column headed 'Alphabetum hebraicum Antiqum, nunc Samaritanorum. Prima figura typographica est altera chirographica.' (The pages are not numbered.) It is clear that the word 'chirographica' refers to the form of the Samaritan letters as they appear in the manuscripts, namely to Samaritan majuscule fists. Postel, in his introduction to the section on the Samaritan language, speaks of the Samaritans in terms which indicated that he was well aware of their contemporary state 18 and the script alone is evidence that he had examined Samaritan manuscripts. Whether he had yet procured a manuscript or whether that was to follow on his second journey to the Levant 19 is not yet clear, but there are reasons to infer from the presentation of the scripts in Linguarum duodecim characteribus that he was working from notes.
Postel's Samaritan script is a fair, but not elegant, representation of a Samaritan majuscule, yet at the time of executing the script he cannot have had a manuscript in front of him. The het is strangely deformed. There are two majuscule samechs, only one of which bears any relationship to the one in use in manuscripts. The first specimen is clearly influenced by the hypothetical construction in the first column. 24 The author has not been able to consult Postel's Arabic Grammar, but there seems to be a suggestion (EHTO, 6) that it contained a Samaritan printed font rather than an extract of a Samaritan manuscript printed from a block. De Guignes further claimed that Postel 'fixed the proper character of each of the languages, Hebrew, Samaritan, Ethiopic, Arabic, Syriac, Georgian, Illyrian, and Armenian.' De Guignes' suggestion, that these were included in a specimen of fonts at the printing shop of Denys Lescuier in 1538, would appear to be a reference to Linguarum duodecim characteribus which was published by Lescuier, and the reference to a dedication to the Archbishop of Vienna would support this identification, as this is the dedication in the Linguarum. The statement that these were the first specimens of oriental characters on Parisian presses does not affect the judgement offered that we are dealing with a block rather than with moveable type. a moveable font in the publication of his De emendatione temporum. Careful scanning of the Samaritan bibliography25 shows no printed book in the decades between Postel and Scaliger and their publications of the Samaritan showing any parallel features. Scaliger had a warm and scholarly relationship with Postel26 and must have been aware that Postel had acquired a Samaritan manuscript during one of his Middle Eastern voyages (= MS Leiden Acad. 218). This acquisition may have been one of the factors which triggered Scaliger's own correspondence with the Samaritans and his search for Samaritan manuscripts. Scaliger published his great work, De emendatione temporum, in Paris in 1583. It was printed without any reference to the Samaritan calendar, for it was not until 1584 that he acquired two Samaritan manuscripts, the Samaritan Arabic book of Joshua (MS Leiden Or. 249), later to be published by Juynboll, and two calendars from the Samaritan community in Cairo. 27 These calendars were incorporated in the second edition of De emendatione temporum., Leiden, 1598. For this edition a Samaritan font was cut, so far as can be determined, the first moveable Samaritan type. He utilized one woodcut engraving in the Samaritan alphabet, on page 228.
It is interesting to note that in the third edition ofDe emendatione temporum (Cologne, 1629),28 two different Samaritan scripts are likewise to be found. On page 243, under the title of 'de Anno Samaritanorum', Scaliger presents the same plate as page 228 in the second edition, the names of the Samaritan months with an accompanying explanatory table. This plate appears to have been engraved: the same letter never appears to be identical and none of the characteristics of moveable types are to be noted. We are faced with a woodcut block, albeit one in which the letter forms are of considerable crudity. However, the woodcut is not identical with that in the second edition and has been re-engraved. On pages 657-60 (equivalent to pages 616-19 in the second edition) the author presents the information gained from a study of the Cairo manuscript in what he calls a 'computus Samaritanorum'.
The text conveys ambiguous information as to whether it was printed from moveable letters as in the second edition. 28 The author has access only to the third edition and to an incomplete text of the second edition and so is unable to verify if both scripts were used in the second edition. Neither the matrices nor the punches of the Raphaelengius font were used, and, though we know that the Plantin press sold sets of matrices we cannot trace such a set to the printer at Cologne. 31 If one examines the text in detail, one sees that each letter is different from the next of the same. In other words, this was not printed from a font cast from a set of matrices. One has only to consider that the samech is the hardest letter to represent, and one never finds the same form repeated on any page, to see that each letter has been cut individually. The text, then, appears to have been cut from wood. The question that must be asked is whether this was a block, or several blocks, or whether individual letters were cut in wood and set individually -a complicated process that might be considered unnecessary. Yet, two letters are printed reversed. The first of these is let, which is printed upside down (page 658, line 14, the eighth letter) and the second is samech (page 659, line 17, the eleventh letter) on a page in which samech had appeared several times. It is hard to believe that a block cutter would have cut a samech backwards, unless that letter appears in the same place in the first edition (which I cannot check at this time), whereas a moveable woodcut letter could have been inverted in such a fashion. Moveable woodcut letters continued in use for some exotic fonts until the middle of the seventeenth century -Walton's Polyglot printed its Rabbinic Hebrew, Nestorian and Estrangelo Syriac, Armenian and Coptic, with other scripts then rare in Europe, from woodcut alphabets. Whatever the case, there is a notable distinction between the scripts on page 243 and pages 657-60, the former being crude and the latter a sophisticated copy of cast type. We do not know beyond doubt who cut the punches for printing the second edition of De emendatione temporum. 32 In October 1593, Franciscus Raphaelengius, the son-in-law of Plantin, wrote in a letter to Paris that he had had punches made for foreign languages for the printing of JJ. Scaliger's Opus de emendatione temporum. RaphaelEthiopian texts were printed from type.' However, see the opinion of R. Smitskamp, of E.J. Brill, the author of the comments in PO, in a letter of 16 August 1983. engius worked with two men, Thomas de Vechter and Judocus Hondius. The former was a specialist in casting type and justifying matrices and the latter was a typecutter. Both men were probably involved in making the Samaritan font, Hondius cutting the punches and making the strikes and de Vechter justifying the matrices and casting the font. 33 We are likewise uncertain of what was used as the model for this font, but the form of the samech raises the question as to whether Postel's opinion was sought by the printer or whether Postel's own books served as models from which the original sketches of the font were drawn. 34 The samech., which is not found in the form printed in any Samaritan majuscule script that was available to Scaliger nor in any Hebrew coin known to his day,35 bears a striking similarity to the samech in the 'typographica' column in Linguarum duodecim characteribus. Whilst it is probably true that many of the characters follow 'a coarse inscriptional model',36 one sees clear evidence that a manuscript was consulted for some forms (for example, kaph, sadef7 and that others are best explained on the assumption that the sketches for the punch-cutting were drawn with reference to Postel's work. 38 The subsequent history of the Raphaelengius font is interesting in that it raises several questions that need further detailed investigation, especially in the light of several fonts cited in the literature of the history of type-founding as extant Samaritan fonts. 39 Rowe-Mores40 presents us with a specimen of what he called the 'Double Pica, Leusdenian' Samaritan font, and adds the information that this font (also identified as 'Lot 29, Bynneman 4 with 21 matrices') was the only one of its type in England and was in the foundry of Mr James, London, in 1778. 41 A note to the specimen sheet, note 24 on page 107, gives us the opinion: 33 The same conclusion about the punch-cutting is noted in PO2, no. 199(d), 175. 34 Cf. GC, 79-80. Plantin apparently consulted his friend Guillaume Postel when cutting a Syriac font, and whilst there is no record of Raphaelengius doing the same, the Plantin family relationships were such that he might well have followed the same advice and consulted Postel. 38 In addition to the samech as noted see also the rather erratic form of the 'ayin in which the cutter has added a vertical stroke as a base for the triangle of the 'ayin in a manner for which no real warrant can be found in coin script or manuscript majuscule. The source of this stroke may have been Postel's 'ayin 'typographica' which has exaggerated fulcrum knots. If the lower knot were exaggerated further in some erroneous 'rationalization' by the punch-cutter or typedesigner, the result would be as found in the Raphaelengius type. The reference and footnote raise the question of whether we are, in fact, really looking at the Raphaelengius font in the so-called Leusdenian. On the one hand, one can make a prime facie case on the basis of circumstantial evidence for their identity. The Samaritan type of Raphaelengius was said to have been sold to Erpenius in 1610.44 In a letter of 21 September 1619, Frans van Ravelingen (= Raphaelengius) wrote to his parents that it had been decided to sell Syriac, Ethiopic and Samaritan type-faces to Erpenius,45 but the matrices may not have been sold: they disappeared and were not heard of again. However, they may well have been in the property of the foundry sold by Erpenius's widow in 1624 to Isaac Elzevier, which was sold again in 1625 to Abraham Elzevier. 46 Reed speaks of a Samaritan type belonging to Erpenius,47 so the latter certainly seems to have acquired a font which he displayed, despite the opinion of Enschede. 48 Reed also noted that he had seen a Samaritan font, apparently identified with the 'Leusdenian' font in a specimen sheet of J. Elsevir (Elzevier) in 1658. 49 This specimen is not available to the author, but on the face of it one can see a route by which the Raphaelengius font travelled to become available for the printing of Leusden's works. Leusden's first edition of Scholia Syriaca was printed by Meinard a' Dreunen at Utrecht in 1658, and the second edition was likewise printed at Utrecht by G. a' Poolsum. 50 On the other hand, the 'Leusdenian' and 'Raphaelengian' fonts are quite different, having come from quite different punches. Among the differences which are to be seen are the 42 This is the second edition. The first edition was printed in 1658. 43 See OELF, 63, which says that the James' punches were probably never struck. For proof of the contrary, see the discussion of the English faces. 
'Aleph
In the Raphaelengian script (R) the transversal is a straight line; in the Leusdenian script (L) the transversal has an oblique angled bend.
Bet
In R the foot of bet curves upwards to tail off in a point; in L the foot of bet is horizontal and finishes in a serif.
He
In R the fulcrum knot of he turns up; in L the fulcrum knot of he turns down.
Yad
In R the three legs of yad are of equal length; in L the left leg of yad is 1mm shorter than the others.
Lamed
In R the head of lamed is set at 110° to the body; in L the head of lamed is set at 90° to the body.
'Ayin
In L the 'ayin is substantially larger than that in R.
Tav
In R the transversal ends in a slight ligature to the right arm; in L the transversal is unligatured.
These are but the more obvious differences. There are others more subtle.
As suggested by Carter52 the Leusdenian is almost identical with the specimen found on Johannes Janssonius' type-sheet of Amsterdam, 1666,53 but it is not identical. The Samaritan on the Janssonian specimen sheet is entitled 'Text, Augustijn, Characterea, 12 Pondt', that is we are given the size and no information about its origin, and in the four lines which follow the superscription we see two lines of a Samaritan font which has been cut in imitation of the Raphaelengius font. However, within the two lines are a number of spurious forms which are not Samaritan and which are not to be found in antecedent Samaritan fonts. These are, on line 1, letters 5,54 6, 8 (not a broken lamed, the form is repeated letter 16), and on line 2, letters 5,8,11,13, 17, 22. In lines 3 and 4 there are more spurious letters than genuine ones. The genuine letters in this specimen are close in appearance to the Leusdenian, but on detailed examination can be seen to be derived neither from the same punches nor matrices. The detailed differences are:
Bet
In J(ansson) the foot of bet appears as a hybrid of R and L.
Vav
In J the foot serif of vav crosses the transversal; in L the transversal projects across the foot serif.
Kaph
In J the spine of kaph is fractionally longer than in L.
Samech
In J samech is symmetrical; in L it is asymmetrical.
Shin
In J the left horn of shin has a serif which projects to the left; in L the serif projects left and right of the horn.
It is difficult to understand how these differences could have arisen if the Janssonian Samaritan derived from the same punches as the Leusdenian. One must suggest that both were cut by different punch-cutters, the former by Jansson himself. Jansson's font was cut, perhaps, with a specific project in view, the printing in 1666 of a Dutch version of the le Jay Polyglot, to be called the Biblia Alexandrina Heptaglotta. Whether the work was ever printed or not is a matter of debate. Adam Clarke, in his A Biographical Dictionary,, I, 1802, gives the impression that the work had been printed, but was justifiably ignored by scholars and bibliophiles as the work was an outright plagiarism of its French predecessor. Standard references to polyglot Bibles do not refer to the book. If it was printed, all copies seem to have been lost or destroyed. Who cut the Leusdenian? We cannot know but we can frame a guess from the evidence, firstly, based on the statement of Leusden that he had it cut for himself for his project of printing his book, and, secondly, that one specimen is known only from the foundry of John James. The exotic type in James' foundry seems to have come via John James' ancestor, Thomas James, from Amsterdam. Thomas James had dealings with Joseph Athias, Bartholomew Voskens, Johannes Rolu and Cupy. 55 Of these men we have Samaritan specimens from two -Voskens and Rolu56 and neither of these specimens is a Leusdenian. It is clear from James' letters that the Dutch punches and the fonts he acquired were all cut in Amsterdam as no type-cutting took place outside that city. The font which came from Athias does not seem to have included many matrices, unlike his purchases from Cupy which seem to have been of matrices. 57 The Leusdenian, then, is likely to have come from Athias. Athias now leads us back to Elzevier, for much of Athias' stock of punches and matrices came from Elzevier,58 who in turn had acquired stock from Erpenius. But we know that Elzevier's acquisition from Erpenius was on condition that the fonts stayed in Leiden,59 so he is unlikely to have supplied type to printers in Utrecht to print Leusden's book. We do know, however, that much of Elzevier's stock came from a punch-cutter, Christoffel van Dijck,60 and he is most likely to have cut the imitation of the Raphaelengius font for Leusden. This would permit the printing of a Leusdenian font in the Elzevier specimen sheet (see above, 100) and show a chain of transmission to the James' sale in England. 55 The correspondence of Thomas James is detailed in DETF and is condensed in FCPB(E), appendix, 425ff.
. Two further versions of the Raphaelengius font are to be recorded. The first is the version which occurs in the alphabet table, on page 10, of Nicholls' Grammar. 61 Nicholls stated that he was presenting the forms 'as adopted by Scaliger and Leusdenius in his Syriac Grammar.'62 It is clear that we are faced with an engraving, in this instance, showing an approximation to the two fonts, with no proper correspondence to either. The second is the alphabet numbered Samaritan 3 in Edmund Fry, Pantographia, London, 1799. Fry's note to this alphabet says, 'This character is also said by Theseus Ambrosius, to have been formed from the same as the preceding, it was approved and received into use at Rome and called ancient Greek. Duret, p.324, Le Clabart, p.517.' The latter names seem to have been the sources of his copy. The alphabet is undoubtedly based on the Raphaelengius face. It is unlikely to have been printed, even if Fry had it cut, and we must regard this face as the fancy of a scholarly printer with an archaeological bent.
THE DUTCH-GERMAN FACES
A font with a rather chequered history that is not simple to trace is one which was widely used in German and Eastern European printings of Samaritana until the late nineteenth century. Its spread reflects the shift in the centre of interest of Europeans from the Samaritan Pentateuch, which had preoccupied the French and English scholars of the first half of the seventeenth century, to curiosity about the Samaritans themselves. The second line of European Samaritan scholarship was the series of letters between the Samaritans and such men as Thomas Marshall of Lincoln College, Oxford, James Ussher, Bishop of Armagh, Robert Huntington, Bishop of Raphoe in Ireland, and one-time minister at the 'English Factory' in Aleppo, and, of course, the accounts of the personal visits of some of these, and other scholars, to the Samaritans at Nablus and Damascus. In the scholarly literature of the second half of the seventeenth century these contacts were reflected in studies of the Samaritans proper, their dogmas, cult, religion, way of life and their language. They were seen as a new and living key with which to open up the critical study of biblical religious practice as it had descended via the Jews and the Church. Whereas the scholarly literature of the first half of the seventeenth century was largely intent on examining the authenticity of the Samaritan Pentateuch, and tended to follow the early fonts, in France, Holland and England, the literature of the second half of the century saw a change in emphasis and locale, as the following list shows: Altogether, between 1600 and 1700, some eighty-two books focussing on some aspect of the Samaritans were published. The German or rather the Dutch-German faces are related to this period in publishing, and its aftermath in the scholarship of the subsequent century. The German face is well known from the work of G. Cellarius (Keller), Horae Samaritanae (Cizae = Zeitz: typis Martin Jacquetti, 1682), and the face is alleged to have been cut for this printing. In fact, the face in Cellarius' work is identical with the font found on A.I. Janson's specimen sheet and is almost identical with the font found on the specimens of Adolph Schmidt and Johannes Rolu. It is also a close cousin of the Fell Samaritan, cut by Peter de Walpergen. 63 It is not certain who cut the first punches, especially in the light of the recent revaluation of A.I. Janson's work,64 but there are some clues. It is impossible to identify the manuscript on which the face is based. It is so remote from any pre-sixteenth-century manuscript in form that one must anticipate that it was either redrafted by the cutter from drawings of a scholar without further reference to that scholar, or else it is based on a seventeenth-century debased Samaritan script. No text recommends itself in this role, though there may have been correspondence no longer extant. Certainly, the known correspondence of the scholars is in a far more natural face than seen in the Dutch-German type.
The Dutch-German face is first seen on the specimens of A.I. Janson65 and Adolph Schmidt66 in 1674, and thereafter in the it can be identified with some degree of probability as the font which appeared in products of the Drugulin printing works. 74 The Kis font relies heavily on the Schmidt font as will be shown. The Janson and Schmidt fonts have subtle differences but these differences are the result of casting type from different matrices of the same punches, with one exception. The two fonts, published in specimens in the same year, are basically the same size: 75 the Janson is form of a reduced photographic facsimile by the kindness of J.S.G. Simmons, All Souls College, Oxford. I would like to acknowledge here John Simmons' kindness in guiding me to and giving me materials that I might otherwise have missed.
67 A problem is raised by the alphabet 'ayin contains a dagesh -a diacritical point which can never occur in 'ayin. It is clearly an error, and though the same error is found on the Rolu specimen, that would testify to the same matrices or slugs being used for the printing of the latter. In the Janson 'ayin the diacritical point is missing; apparently the punches were modified. In the Schmidt mem, the lower part of the vertical stroke (below the fulcrum knot) is sometimes broken. The same breakage occurs in some of the Janson mems but not all. In the Janson het, the lower serif is incomplete. This must result from a flaw in the matrix or the punch has been modified; in every other respect the het of Janson and Schmidt are identical. It is apparent from the variations that the Janson font was cast after the punches were modified. Did Janson then have the punches, whereas on the evidence of the Rolu specimen Schmidt had matrices which were passed on to Rolu? Janson's specimen is a little more intelligent than that of Schmidt which is full of errors in spelling,
TC/7 J5
77 See FCPB(F), 115 (FCPB(E), 133) for Schmidt, and OELF, 2U.OELF, 63, says 'and another (Samaritan type) was cut by Anton Janson at Leipzig in the same year (1674).' phrasing and word division; Janson's specimen still has errors but they are fewer in number. In both cases one wonders how a type-founder, who must have known the script, could make self-evident spelling errors which result from a confusion of letters which have but a crude resemblance to each other. The matter is made more complex rather than clearer by the font in the rare work by Andreae Acoluthi, Aquis Amaris (Leipzig: typis Justini Brandl, 1682) in which we see a complex set of circumstances. Both the Schmidt and the Janson 'ayins appear in this printing (see page 69 where they appear on consecutive lines). Moreover, the font lacks the letter pe; nun, which has some similarity to it, is used in its place. For nun a square bracket is used to which two lines have been appended to simulate a nun. This letter must have been cast by modifying a matrix. The absence of pe and the various substitutions indicate that no punches were handy, but that some deficient matrices were available and some type had been bought from elsewhere to supplement what was being cast in the hope of making good the loss of a letter. It is interesting that the missing nun/square bracket substitution tends to become a feature of German Samaritan typography henceforth. 78 In later printings from this font the top of nun has been removed so that its body resembles pe, and the square bracket remains as nun. 79 It is this type that Kis copied for these features appear in the Drugulin prints or prints from the Kis type-face. 80 From these facts we may deduce the following sequence of events. Anton Schmidt learned his trade of type-founder at the Luther factory in Frankfurt am Main, and by 1670 had set up on his own. He seems to have cut his exotic or oriental types between 1670 and 1674, at least on the evidence of the specimen sheets still extant. 81 Some time between cutting the punches and printing his 1674 specimen he supplied type to Leipzig founders followed by a set of matrices in which the 'ayin had been modified -perhaps the punches had been modified by Schmidt himself. When Schmidt moved to Amsterdam, perhaps in 1689,82 he took his stock with him but used the older matrices or existing type in setting up his specimen of 1695. This specimen differed from the earlier specimen in having a complete alphabet printed as its last line. Both nun andpe are found there, but 78 For an identical usage, with no modification of nun in its substitution for pe, see J.C. From the last quarter of the seventeenth century, for a fifty-year span into the early eighteenth century, Wittenberg University had an active school of Samaritan studies, apparently under the aegis of its theologians -if one may judge from the acknowledgements in published theses. In keeping with the changed emphasis on subject matter in Central European Samaritan studies of the period one finds an interest in philology. Typical of the Wittenberg press is Johan Willemer's Positiones Philologicae de Creatione Mundi, Samaritanum Pentateuchi textui (Wittenberg, 1677). The work seems to draw on the Paris polyglot for its text as no manuscript is cited therein, and, since Wittenberg is not known to have housed any Samaritan manuscripts, one must assume that all the products of the Wittenberg Samaritan school drew on secondary source material. It may have been for this reason that there was no impetus to cut a 'house' font, in contrast to Oxford, and the Schmidt face was used. The font used by the Wittenberg printer has an 'ayin without a diacritical point, though a trace of it is to be seen in the left centre of most of the 'ayins in the book. The serif on the arm of vav and that on the foot of lamed make it clear that this is not a font cast from a set of matrices known to us from other printings. Schmidt seems to have struck a new set of matrices from the modified punches and supplied this set to Wittenberg University for casting the type for its printings. Several other forms of the Schmidt face are known to us. One, as stated, was the face cut by Kis. As well as being found in the Drugulin printing-shop (see above, 105) a smaller point-size of the same face was to be found in the Staatsdruckerei at Vienna, from whence it was made available to other printers who wanted to utilize a Samaritan type-face. 84 Smitskamp85 has shown that Alois Auer, the director of the state printing workshop in Vienna from 1841 to 1866, was an enterprising man who was responsible for introducing new oriental fonts -in particular a hieroglyphic face, which he seems to have copied from Ballhorn (see note 78). We may suspect a similar route for the smaller point-sizes of the German Samaritan which, then, would appear to have been cut under Auer's aegis.
A second version can be traced in works of the late nineteenth century. The earliest book in which it can be found is H. Petermann, Pentateuchus Samaritanus (Berlin: W. Moeser, printer, 1872). The same face is used for printing the Samaritan in A. Harkavy, Catalogue der Hebraischen und Samaritanischen Handschriften, vol.11 (St Petersburg, 1875). The font has a substantial body and is close to the Schmidt face in appearance, but is distinguished from it by the following features:
'Aleph
The lower right arm is set well above the fulcrum knot and is larger than the (S)chmidt 'aleph; in S the lower right arm joins the fulcrum knot and is a natural extension of it.
Bet
The vertical support of the head is longer than bet S and is straight.
Doled
The right projection of the head is hooked and varies in thickness.
He
All the arms are the same length; in S the upper arm is longer than the middle and lower arms.
Yad
The legs of yad extend vertically down and do not turn to the right as in S.
Kaf
Is less inclined to the horizontal; the distance between the upper fulcrum knots is less than in S.
Lamed
The base stroke is thicker than in S.
Mem
The loops of the fulcrum knots in the crown are more rounded than in S; so too are the loops in the fulcrum knot of shin. Nun A square bracket nun.
'Ayin
No diacritical point.
Pe
There is more variation in the thick and thin strokes.
Sade
The legs do not incline to the right as in S.
Resh
The head is larger than in S.
Tav
The fulcrum knot does not join the right-hand arm of the letter.
In general all letters have finer and thicker lines than the Schmidt font and tend not to incline from the vertical. Who cut this font is This font is a small point-size, 'ayin being 1.7mm in height, compared with 3.0mm in the Schmidt font. It is clearly derived from the Kis font, yad characteristically being without a fulcrum knot to the right, and like the other derived German fonts has a square-bracket nun. Its principal difference from the Kis font, apart from its point-size, is the pe which is completely recut and is different in that its head-stroke inclines vertically, instead of horizontally, and the base-stroke moves in parallel. It is doubtful if the font was cut specially for Rosenberg, since so many others seem to have been available locally, but scrutiny of the German output of Samaritana fails to show another usage and its origin must remain a mystery. 88
THE ENGLISH FACES
The best documented Samaritan fonts seem to be, at first sight, those cut in England or cut for English presses. We have several accounts of them, but none of the accounts is complete and we are able to identify faces which appear to have gone unrecorded previously in the scholarly literature but which are apparently listed in Rowe-Mores. In Britain, as in France, scholarly interest in the Samaritans began as an interest in their Pentateuch and the testimony it provided to the state of the Old Testament text. The desire to publish a polyglot text with as wide a range of variants as possible was the initial impetus to the cutting of a Samaritan face. The first Samaritan font cut in Britain, then, was that cut for the London Polyglot founders, perhaps under the supervision of James Ussher. 89 The London Polyglot Bible was printed in the four years 1654-58. It was designed and edited by Brian Walton. Volume 6, which also contained some Samaritan, was printed in 1657. All the type was cut and cast in England including the 
Resh
The head is shorter in R(eed) than in W(alton).
Yad
The right leg is not an integral part of the fulcrum knot in R, whereas it is an integral part in W.
Lamed
The angle of the head-strokes to the base-strokes is greater in R than in W.
Shin
The crown is presented as a double-looped sequence in both, the loops being asymmetrical; in R the larger loop appears first and the smaller second, in W the smaller loop appears first.
Mem
Both have a knot on the vertical stem, but the knot is different; in R the vertical turns to the right to join the foot, in W there is no turn and the foot has a barb93 which is rather different from the serif in R.
Nun
In R nun has an upper lateral stroke that rises to the right, giving the appearance of a 'hunched' shoulder; in W the vertical support stroke has a slight flaw at the point where the vertical support and the upper lateral meet, so that the vertical supporting stroke projects fractionally beyond the lateral -this flaw, best seen under magnification, cannot result from any difference in the casting from matrices.
He
In R the feet join the spine at an angle of less than 90°; in W this angle is greater than 90°.
Het
In R the fulcrum knot of the manuscript is represented by a projection of the middle area across the spine; in W the fulcrum knot is represented by a projection of the upper stroke beyond the spine, in a characteristic 'camel's back' shape.
Apart from the differences between the letter forms which readily indicate that these are quite distinct type-faces, we can see that the form of R is more remote from the manuscripts than W and that R is a recut of an existing font by someone who was especially concerned with elegance as well as representation. 95 Edmund Fry, Pantographia (London, 1799). In this work the Samaritan specimen is pointed, as was not uncommon, as an example of the Lord's Prayer. It is apparent that Reed's specimen (OELF, 160) is based on Fry, but there are fundamental spelling errors apparently caused by the compositor's eye jumping a line and picking out letters from another word -a classic happenstance in the copying of manuscripts. Thus, we find that the last word of line 2 in Reed is a composite oflahmenu, 'our bread' and vesalah, 'forgive us', viz.,lasmenu, an impossible form; and on line 3 the penultimate word is an equally strange hybrid form, vehalanu. The Fry face also occurs in Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet (London, 1883), 243, and in G. In any event, we are left with the questions of what became of the Samaritan of the London Polyglot and who cut it. At the time of the printing of the London Polyglot the number of type-founders in London was regulated by a Star Chamber decree of 1637 so that there were only four authorized founders (though there may have been others working without a licence). These founders were John Grismond, Thomas Wright, Arthur Nicholls and Alexander Fifield." Together, they are known as the Polyglot founders and no specific font can be traced to any given founder. However, we must note that Arthur Nicholls' son, Nicholas Nicholls, presented the King with a tiny polyglot specimen of his type, in 1665 -the earliest type-founder's specimen known in England and surely one of the smallest. The two Samaritan words on the specimen are nonsense words -Nicholls appears not to have been a scholar of Samaritan, and we must question whether they were engraved or set in type since theyad in both words differs, being without a fulcrum knot in the second instance. Whether engraved or cast, the style is that of the type-face of the London Polyglot and we may suspect that Nicholls senior, Arthur Nicholls, was the punch-cutter for the Samaritan.
What became of the font, since it is not that which Reed presented as the Samaritan of the London Polyglot? We can trace the type-face in several works printed by Thomas Roycroft, who was the printer of the London Polyglot and who held the title Orientalium Typographius Regius for his printing of that work. 100 We may assume that the font stayed in his possession as he was the oriental printer in London, and that he retained punches and matrices as well as the cast type. In addition to the London Polyglot he printed Brian Walton's Introductio ad lectionem linguarum orientalium, in 1655, and presumably Roycroft made available a font of cast type or a set of matrices for this work to be reprinted at Daventry in 1658 under the title Dissertatio in qua de linguis orientalibus . 101 In 1660 Roycroft published E. Castell's Sol Angliae Oriens utilizing the same type-face. 102 The last work printed by Roycroft using this type-face was Edmund Castell's Lexicon. 103 This work took a considerable time to print for a large part of the print-run was destroyed in the great fire of London in 1666 which destroyed Roycroft's office. 104 The work was completed in 1669 and was reprinted in 1686. 105 This fire may well explain why no punches of the polyglot Samaritan have been found though the softer copper of the matrices would seem more likely than the punches to perish in a conflagration. 106 However, sufficient was saved -certainly matrices -for the post-conflagration printings. Whether these are to be identified with the matrices held by Grover, we cannot know. What is evident is that despite Reed's error, as noted, the specimen in Rowe-Mores of the 'English, with the English face, Matrices 22.,' printed from type cast from matrices in the James' foundry, was set in the face of the London Polyglot Samaritan. After Rowe-Mores it is never seen again in print. 107 Rowe-Mores' specimen enables us, therefore, to identify the 'English Samaritan' in the list of fonts in the James' foundry108 as the Polyglot face.
The second Samaritan face to be cut in England was that cut for the University Press in Oxford. The events leading to the cutting of this type-face are well known and adequately described by Stanley Morison and others 109 although the matter of who cut the face is not settled beyond doubt. It is evident that John Fell was trying to establish the University Press as a well-equipped learned press, and he commissioned a series of types that could be used for the printing of scholarly books. 110 One of the type-founders whom he employed was Nicholas Nicholls, who cut Arabic and Hebrew for Fell, and whose own miniature specimen (as noted above) carried a Samaritan face. It is doubtful if it was Nicholls who cut the Samaritan for Fell. The Samaritan made its appearance in print a year before Fell's death in 1686, 111 that is at the time when the majority of the type for the Press was being cut by Pieter Walberger, known also as Peter de Walpergen. The Samaritan punches are not only cut in the style attributed to de Walpergen, but, as noted, the type-face is an imitation of the style which we have dubbed the 'German face', with which de Walpergen would have been acquainted from Frankfurt, where he was born in 106 OELF, 163 . Reed states that the Samaritan did not perish in the fire though some of the fonts did.
107 The author cannot lay claim to have examined every book with a Samaritan face: the statement is certainly true of the many texts he has scanned in compiling his bibliography of the Samaritans.
los only' is more difficult to find in any of the scholarly literature though we may readily identify it from the Fry specimen of 1785 and 1787. It is also the Samaritan face in the left column, page 306, of Johnson's Typographia. n7 Some of the Fry fonts came from the James' foundry, and, doubtless, this is how they acquired the Long Primer Samaritan. 118 We can trace the long primer back to its probable founder by statements in Rowe-Mores and his evaluation of the contents of the different foundries which came to the James' foundry. Thus, he informs us that the oriental matrices came from Robert Andrews, who had purchased Moxon's foundry, and from the Grovers. 119 We know that the Grovers received the polyglot type which they transmitted to James, but their foundry, according to Rowe-Mores, held two Samaritan fonts in the English style. 120 Andrews' foundry held the Leusdenian font. 121 The Moxon foundry also held two sorts of Samaritan font. However, Moxon's activities are probably better documented than any other of the type-founders of his day, 122 and there is no hint of his having cut a Samaritan face. We may, therefore, endorse Reed and Johnson's argument that the long primer came from Thomas Grover123 and it was probably cut by him, or was acquired by him from the Nicholls foundry which he appears to have taken over.
The fifth face listed in Rowe-Mores is the Pica Caslon, one of the best known Samaritan faces because of its frequent appearance in specimen sheets -or rather its apparent frequency for it is almost indistinguishable from another pica-Samaritan cut by John Bell in imitation of the Caslon pica-Samaritan. The Caslon pica-Samaritan makes its first appearance in a specimen in his sheet of 1734. In this specimen, as in the specimen of 1740, Caslon printed two and a half lines of the Lord's Prayer in the pica-Samaritan, the last line being misspelled. In subsequent Caslon specimens we see either two lines of the prayer (1742) or the complete prayer (1785). 124 According to Rowe-Mores, the Caslon punches were cut for him by 'Dummer' 125 who was also known as 'Gijsbert Dommers'. 126 There is some doubt as to Dommers' standing as a punch-cutter. Whilst he is well known as an agent for his founding and printing house, we have no definite example of his work apart from the Samaritan attributed to him by Rowe-Mores. Yet Smith, in his Printers Grammar, regards him as the equal of Voskens as a cutter. What we know of his origins in the business does not support Smith's statement. Dommers inherited part of the Athias foundry from his grandmother, the widow Schippers, in 1699 and by 1716 had come to an agreement with the other owner, Cornelia Clayburgh, in which they both shared the founding and printing business as equal partners. 127 Dommers visited England from time to time as a salesman for the foundry, and, in fact, died in London in 1725. We may suspect that he was the agent by which a set of punches cut in Holland was sold to Caslon unless Caslon himself made them, for, after all, he was a skilled punch-cutter and had cut an Arabic font in 1720. 128 If they were indeed Dutch-cut punches, sold but not cut by Dommers, then the cutter was probably either Joseph Athias, the original owner of Dommers' foundry and a skilled cutter of oriental fonts, or an unnamed cutter in the foundry, working under the supervision of Jan Bus, the foreman. 129 It is doubtful if we shall ever know the truth, and the most convenient identification for this font is the name of the owner of the punches rather than the name of the alleged punch-cutter.
A font which is almost indistinguishable from the Caslon is that of John Bell, for which there is one specimen sheet, in the Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris, MS fr.22189, fo. , 1931) , gave an outline of Bell's career and, in an analysis of the Bell types known to him from the Anisson MSS in the Bibliotheque Nationale, listed the specimen sheets he had discovered. His first specimen, dated May 1788, must have been issued within a month of the Samaritan specimen, yet the latter was unknown to him. Likewise, it escapes mention in the introduction by Nicholas Barker to the reprint edition of Morison's work. 131 There is no evidence that Morison or others were aware that Bell had a Samaritan face cut for him.
Bell had established a foundry, the British Letter Foundry, between 1787 and 1788 giving notice of it in June 1787: 'I am now establishing a new letter foundry which will produce an original cast of types from punches cut upon new, and I flatter myself, very improved principles. I have already made a sufficient progress to convince the world of the merit of my pretensions.' 132 The William Coleman, alias Colman, who is described as the regulator on the Samaritan specimen, is known to have been employed at the foundry, but nothing else is known of him nor of the role of the 'regulator'. 133 Richard Austin, who cut the punches, was still in business in 1819 as a type-founder, and many of the fonts which he cut for Bell either found their way back into his hands 134 or into the hands of Stephenson Blake. 135 There is no trace of the Samaritan in the Stephenson Blake catalogue of 1926, 136 so what became of the font after Bell's death may never be clarified. 137 Austin was an experienced engraver who had learned much from Bell, 138 and we may assume that it was on Bell's instruction that the Samaritan was cut, perhaps for some project connected with his proposed, but unpublished, Book of Common Prayer (1788). The specimens for the Book of Common Prayer included two settings of the Lord's Prayer, the same prayer in which the Samaritan specimen is set. When one examines the differences between the Bell and the Caslon faces one sees that the characteristics of the Bell font are rather similar to those given by his punch-cutter, Richard Austin, to his English type-faces which are highly regarded. These characteristics are a degree of conservatism allied to an obvious brilliance in technical execution. One may suggest that Bell's Samaritan was cut with reference to the antecedent English faces for the changes in the shape of the letters are in the direction of the face used for the Walton polyglot Bible. It is probable that neither Bell nor Austin consulted a manuscript before drafting and cutting as changes in 'aleph and bet are away from the manuscript forms. The differences between B(ell) and C(aslon) are:
'Aleph
In C the fulcrum knot where the left leg meets the transversal turns up so that the left leg is straight; in B the transversal intercepts the left leg so that the fulcrum knot is seen as a loop.
Bet
The base stroke of the head (parallel with the foot stroke) in C is curved slightly at the left; in B it is straight -the difference is subtle but can be established under magnification.
Dakt
The lower part of the curved head is thinner in C.
He
The foot serif is finer in C and has a slight asymmetrical curve; 139 ibid., 89. 140 ibid., 93.
142 ibid ' , 104 It is interesting to see the statement by Bell in response to a claim of Caslon that the Bell 'new Bougeois' face was, in fact, a Caslon face. Bell wrote in answer to Caslon s charge 'In August 1784 FRYS and SON received of John Bell a Fount of Burgeois Letter, which he naa had procured in order that the work might be going on, until their new set of punches ana matrixes (then making) might be ready to cast them, which Fount, at J. Bel s requesijas REDRESSED AND PICKED OVER AGAIN, whereby SEVERAL POUNDS OF BAD LETTERS were actually THROWN AWAY. In a little time after, their own new fount o matrixes being ready, they cast 500 Ibs weight, in addition to that which had been cast belorea Mr Caslons; ... and so exact an imitation of Mr Caslon's (from which it was made). .
143 SPr,41.
in B the foot serif has a symmetrical curve.
Het
The left oblique stroke is of uniform thickness in C; in B it is thinner towards the top of the letter.
Kaph
The right fulcrum knot in C is fractionally elongated whereas in B it tends to be round.
Nun
The head of nun in C and B is like two sides of an isosceles triangle; the 'sides' are thinner in C than in B.
Samech
The head of samech in C is like two sides of a minute isosceles triangle; in B the head has sides of unequal length.
Shin
In C the crown of shin is a series of three loops; in B the loops are a little more pronounced than in C.
Tav
The serif of the left foot differs between B and C, being thicker in B.
As stated the differences are minute and need study under the glass. The other letters, to all intents, are identical. Surprisingly, these variant forms do not exhaust all the English Samaritan faces. There are a number of others which we may list, some needing no more than this, and others which we cannot identify further. Thus, in John Smith, The Printers Grammar (London, 1755), page 300, we note a Samaritan font, but can say nothing about the cutting of the face which appears never to have been used again, though it is based on the long-primer face. Edmund Fry presented seven Samaritan faces in his Pantographia, of which face seven has been discussed in detail. Face one is a curiosity which should be ignored. Apart from the fact that some of those characters which can be identified are misplaced, the majority of the characters are not to be identified from any manuscript source. 144 Samaritan face two is a variant of the Raphaelengius, recut to a larger size, perhaps by some form of mechanical enlargement (a pantograph?). With some strange additions, 145 this form again is a curiosity. Samaritan face three is another form of the same face; 146 Samaritan face four a variant of the coin script. 147 Samaritan face five has been modelled on the font cut for the Propaganda Fide148 (see below, 120-5), and Samaritan face six is a copy, recut, of an engraved manuscript replica (MS BL Cotton Claud, b.viii) found in Johnson's Typographia. 149 The basic difference between the characters (apart from the fact that Fry might have had a font cut) is that Fry prints his second line the correct way up instead of upside down as in Johnson. We must also note as curiosities the engraved copy, much enlarged, of the Samaritan cursive (minuscule) script in Johnson's Pantographia, though he did not recognize it as such. 150
THE PROPAGANDA AND FRENCH FACES
Between 1630 and 1636, the Congregatio de Propaganda Fide in Rome issued a specimen of twelve exotic fonts, 151 which included a Samaritan which was to be imitated outside Rome. 152 This font is called the Propaganda Fide face, since, apart from making its first appearance in their specimen sheet, almost certainly it was cut for the Society. The Church at Rome had begun its sponsorship of the cutting of oriental types at the end of the sixteenth century. The technical director of the Vatican press and Giambattista Raimondi, orientalist and director of the oriental press of the Medicis, encouraged the work of Robert Granjon, the great French punch-cutter, who spent the years 1578-98 at Rome. 153 The Samaritan font is not found in Angelo Rocca, Bibliotheca Apostolica Vaticana Sixto V translata (Rome: ex typographia Apostolica Vaticana, 1591) although two woodcut faces, which are to be regarded as the forerunner of the Samaritan, are found therein. 154 For that reason (despite the fact that the Didot specimen of the Imprimerie Imperiale of 1812 indicates that the Propaganda Samaritan dated from the sixteenth century), 155 one hesitates to attribute the anonymous font to Robert Granjon, although it has some characteristics that would make one suspect that it was of his cutting. These characteristics are the infilling of letters, in this case the crowns of shin and mem (the type of infilling found in the Granjon Arabic), the slight turning of the feej ofyad (redolent of the turning of the top of his Arabic 'a/zp/z), and the thickness of some of his letters, especially his mem and.yad. 156 Almost certainly the font is based on a manuscript of the Damascus genre, 157 but certainly not the Barberini Triglot, which did not reach Rome until 1631 and which, in any event, has a script which would not be a suitable source for this font. One would look for something akin to MS Vatican Samaritan I which would fit very well in style. The matter of the cutting, then, must be left open: it is possible, in view of new attributions of exotic fonts to Granjon, 158 that evidence might yet be found to link him directly with this font. It is equally possible that one of the other punch-cutters of exotic fonts, closely associated with the Propaganda Fide, perhaps Etienne Paolini, cut this font. 159 The font appears to have been cut in two sizes. In the 1792 specimen 160 an alphabet is presented in the smaller of the sizes. This is the point-size in which Andreas Hwiid's Specimen Ineditae (Rome: Propaganda Fide, 1780) is printed. In this size the letter nun is 6.5mm in size from the top of the head to the underside of the thick base-stroke. A second size is that found in the anonymous, and undated, Alphabetum Samaritanum (MS Bodley, Hebrew d.211) 161 which was clearly intended to be a specimen of the font with explanatory material, published about 1808. 162 In this work we find a large face in which nun is a substantial 15.5mm (when measured as above) with all other letters of a corresponding largeness.
The first recutting of the font seems to have been done by the Dutch type-founder and punch-cutter, Dirk Voskens. A Propaganda Fide-style face is found on one of the three specimen sheets issued by his widow some time between 1695 and 1710, perhaps in 1700. 163 Should there be any doubt about the source of his copy it is surely settled by the naming of his specimen 'Text Samaritaans', which is a direct translation of the name Testo. 164 The Voskens' foundry shared with the foundry of Gisbert Dommers the bulk of the type-founding in the Netherlands in the last decade of the seventeenth century. 165 Dirk Voskens, like his father, Bartholomeus Voskens, was a skilled punchcutter, who had cut a Hebrew type-face which is shown in the same specimen as the Samaritan. The Samaritan may have been cut after 1683 when Nicholas Kis, who had been one of his apprentices, left his employ, as Kis makes no mention of it when speaking of the fonts in the foundry of his former master. In this case the Samaritan would date to the last decade of Voskens' life. It may have been cut with the intention of printing a work for Leusden. 166 The font does not occur in the specimen of his father, Bartholomeus, issued in Hamburg in 1666, and if his uncle, Reinhard, had this Samaritan we would have expected to find it with the 'German face' in the Schmidt specimen, for Schmidt took over Reinhard's foundry in Frankfurt. 167 We may assume then that Dirk Voskens was the punch-cutter between 1683 and his death after 1699, perhaps in 1690. A comparison of the original Propaganda Fide font and the Voskens' variant of the same is possible only in part, for the Voskens' specimen presents an incomplete alphabet in a bowdlerized version of Genesis 41:44. 168 We must mention here Edmund Fry's fifth Samaritan face in his series in Pantographia, which face is a version of the Propaganda Samaritan. In his notes to Pantographia Fry claims this to be a copy of an alphabet printed in the Encyclopaedia frangaise. Unfortunately, this work is not available to the author so no judgement can be given as to whether Fry is presenting an accurate copy of a published plate or whether, as is suspected, he is cutting his own face. Certainly, the Fry face differs from the Propaganda original and the Voskens' and de Sacy versions. He, vav, zayin, fat, samech and quf differ in the Fry version and all of these forms except samech are inferior to the other versions. Should it prove that the Fry face is an accurate copy of a face in the Encyclopaedia franqaise then we are faced with a version of the Propaganda face that cannot be attributed to a source. In any event, we may exclude the Fry Propaganda version from comparison with the other versions as it does not seem to have been used in printing any text. However, we must incorporate a fourth cutting of the Propaganda face, namely that utilized for printing Sylvestre de Sacy's Correspondence des Samaritains de Naplouse (Paris, 1829). 169 In 1798 most of the type of the Vatican foundry was taken from Rome, 170 as part of Napoleon's policy of enriching the cultural life of his capital by plundering his conquered territories, and as a reflection of the general interest of French scholars in things oriental. For a while the oriental type, which included the Propaganda Samaritan, 171 stayed in a cellar of the Pitti Palace at Florence, whilst the Napoleonic officials investigated the state of the type, and ultimately it was taken to Paris in 1811. The inspector for oriental typography was none other than Sylvestre de Sacy, who published several works on the Samaritans. 172 In 1815, as part of the peace settlement, the Medicis reclaimed their punches, and on 7 October in that year the punches were sent back to Italy. However, there was no waning of scholarly interest in the Orient and, before the punches were returned, a full set of matrices was struck from them. It was the Samaritan of these matrices which were used to cast the type for the printing of de Sacy's Correspondence. Nevertheless, it is clear, when one examines de Sacy's text, that the differences in the print between his work and that of Hwiid do not depend alone on differences between matrices and the fine shadings that can be seen under the microscope resulting therefrom. There are some gross differences which show that some changes were made, either by cutting new punches or by altering matrices where this was possible. The following comparison sets out the differences between the P(ropaganda), V(oskens) and de S(acy) faces:
'Akph
This is larger in P/S than V; the transversal in P/S measures 4.5mm, whereas in V it measures 4.0mm. There are two different 'alephs in S; one is identical with P and has come from the same punches but different matrices, the second has no curved foot on the left but instead duplicates the foot of tav. This second 'aleph is a hybrid that must have arisen by cutting a new punch. It may have been developed by de Sacy who would have observed that in most Samaritan scripts 'aleph and tav are fundamentally similar, differing in the matter of a second upper arm. The angle between the left leg and the transversal is greater in V than in P/S, by some 10°.
Bet
Identical in P/S. The base stroke is finer in V. The head of V would make a perfect equilateral triangle with the base if the left head stroke were extended to join the base. In P/S such an extension would miss the connection with the base by 0.5mm.
Gimel
In P/S the right arm is more curved than V at the point where the fulcrum knot is represented.
Vav
In V the head-stroke is thicker, shorter and has a better representation of the fulcrum knot.
Zayin
In S the foot is shorter than in V. P is cruder than V and S.
Het
Three variants are found. In P the lower parallels are 1mm apart. In V they are 0.5mm apart. In S they are 0.75mm apart. In P all the representations of the fulcrum knots are made as intersecting lines. In S and V the lines at fulcrum knots do not intersect. The het of S is made from a different punch from P. Yad P/S differ from V. The legs of yad in P/S are of different lengths. In V the legs are the same length. The top strokes of yad in \ are symmetrical curves. In P/S they are asymmetrical as in the manuscript form.
Mem
In V mem is 1.0mm smaller than in P/S.
Nun
In V and S nun is 1. 9mm shorter than P in the body. V clearly is cut from another punch from both P and S as the upper parallel with the base is longer in S than in V.
Pe
The punches represented as pe are different in each of P, V and S. The differences follow those in nun of which pe is a derived form in these faces. In P the pe is higher and shorter than in S, and in S it is longer than in V, but of the same height.
Quf
Identical in P/S. In V the foot of qufis closer to the body of quf than in P/S.
We do not know the circumstances under which the face was recut in part for use in the printing of de Sacy's work. He may have been dissatisfied with the format of some of the punches and had them recut, or the initiative might have been taken by Jean Joseph Marcel who cut much of the oriental type in the Imprimerie Nationale between 1805 and 1818. 173 It is likely that even if Marcel actually recut some punches from which additional matrices were struck and typecast -the apparent course of events judging from the appearance of two distinct forms of 'aleph -de Sacy was responsible for initiating the changes. The change made to 'aleph, for example, depends on the observation of the relationship between the forms of aleph and tav. In other words one expects a Samaritan scholar to have initiated this change. To the best knowledge of the writer the Voskens' face is not used for printing other than in the specimen sheet of his widow. 174
The French Samaritan faces differ substantially from each other, and both are excellent faces. The first, cut for the Paris Polyglot, has probably been the most influential of all the Samaritan faces cut, for it was clearly the source which guided the cutters of the English and German faces. It is also a highly stylized face, for whilst it is based on manuscript forms, it does not imitate manuscript. Though the circumstances behind the cutting of the punches are well-known, who actually cut the punches is a source of some dispute. Subsequently, according to le Jay's son, the punches, thirty-four of them and thirty-three matrices (a thirty-fourth was later found in a box of Syriac type), were given to M. Thevenot at the Royal Library and then to the royal printing-house, where they were lost. 188 According to de Guignes they could not be found in his day (1787). Since le Jay was not a punch-cutter, but a lawyer, who cut them for him? The most likely person was the person whose name is usually associated with the face, namely Jacques de Sanlecque, only working for le Jay directly and not for Antoine Vitre. In a controversy between Vitre and Sionita over their various roles in preparing for and printing the Polyglot, Vitre is quoted as stating, and apparently was not contradicted by Sionita, that Jacques de Sanlecque cut the Samaritan and Syriac and recut some of the Arabic punches. 189 Auguste Bernard, in reviewing all the evidence, 190 agreed that the only additional face needed by le Jay for printing the Polyglot was the Samaritan which he, le Jay, had de Sanlecque cut for him. De Guignes, as noted, said that the punches of the Samaritan were lost, 191 yet Bernard, writing in 1867, reported that the le Jay punches were back in the Imprimerie Nationale and were doing worthwhile work. 192 Bernard was clearly wrong and de Guignes was correct. The le Jay type had disappeared. Subsequent printings which appear to be using the le Jay type are using an entirely different face that is difficult to distinguish from the le Jay face. A comparison of the font attributed to 'Vitray' in Smitskamp's catalogue 193 with the font in Vitre's Linguarum Orientalium shows us 1 2 3
Figure 5 The French Faces 1. Aquilino 2. lejay 3. de Sacy that they are not the same. The extract in the catalogue is too brief to allow a full comparison, and we may also refer to de Sacy194 who uses the imitation of the le Jay font, in his footnotes, beneath the Propaganda face. The results of the comparison are as follows:
'Aleph L(e Jay) is smaller than I(mitation) by about 0.25mm; the two arms are closer together in L than in I, the angle between the leg and the transversal differs.
Bet
The L bet is 'bird's-headed'; 195 the I bet is rounded.
Daled
These show a clear differentiation: the tail of dded is a projection of the upper head stroke in L, but of the lower stroke in I.
He
In L the serif of the upper stroke is almost vertical; in I the serif occupies about half of the upper stroke and is oblique to it.
Het
In L the fulcrum knot projects from the junction of the top stroke and the right vertical, giving a 'camel's back' appearance; in I the fulcrum knot is represented by a projection of the middle parallel line before the right vertical.
Yad
In L the fulcrum knot links the right foot and the top stroke; in I they are not so linked.
Kaf
The most pronounced difference between the forms is the solidity of the foot serif in L which is a thin curved stroke in I.
Lamed
In L the head stroke of lamed is straight; in I it is curved.
Mem
The thickest part of the base stroke in L is to the right of the serif; in I it is the serif.
194 Notices.
195 See SMP for this term.
Nun
The serif in I is more pronounced than in L.
Pe
In I all the strokes of pe are equal in thickness; in L the upper stroke is thinner than the right vertical or the base stroke and serif.
Sade
In L the serif to the left leg is a short, oblique stroke which is straight; in I that stroke curves.
Quf
In L the body of qufis larger than in I.
Shin
The initial and final strokes from which the crown 'loops' arise are longer in I than in L.
Tav
This letter follows 'aleph in form: in L the transversal is curved near the junction with the left leg, in L it is straight.
Apart from the specific details one should note that the imitation of le Jay is much finer in appearance, having lost many of the shadings between thick and thin strokes. We have no way of knowing who cut this face. It appears in the period between de Guignes (1787), who knows nothing of it, and the printing of de Sacy (1829), that is, in the period when the royal printing-house obtained and returned the Vatican type-faces. One must assume that this imitation was cut to replace the missing le Jay font at the same time as the Propaganda face was improved by the orientalists of the Imprimerie Imperiale, perhaps for de Sacy, or for or by Jean Joseph Marcel. About the same time as the imitation of the le Jay face was cut in France another copy of the French face was cut. We can say nothing about who cut it or where it was cut, other than it appears in Heidelberg in the work of P. Alexio and S. Aquilino, Pentateuchi Hebraeo-Samaritani (Heidelberg: typis Joannis Bapt. Wiessen, Universitatis Typographi, 1783). Though the authors speak of the Samaritan font they say nothing at all as to who cut the type used in the Heidelberg printing. It is clearly based on the French face, but can readily be distinguished from the other versions of the face by 'ayin, which has a distorted top stroke, rather in the shape of a square bracket, and samech, which has a longer 'leg' stroke than any other version found in any Samaritan font. Under high-power magnification the font is seen to be slightly larger than the French faces, suggesting a German body, and one notes also a trace of the German Samaritan in the vertical support of mem., with its slight swelling. We must assume, then, that this imitation was cut in Germany, perhaps in Heidelberg itself, for the University. Doubtless the font was utilized for other printings of Samaritan texts, but the author has not yet come across them.
One final French face remains to be considered. This is the face which makes its appearance in late nineteenth-century France. It does not seem to be found in earlier printings and is not found outside France. Arthur Christian 196 presents a beautifully-printed sample of this face which he attributes to 'Jacques de Sanlecque at the expense of le Jay', in 1632. However, he says nothing of the circumstances of this attribution in the body of his text and in discussing de Sanlecque speaks only of his Armenian and Ethiopic faces. 197 Such an attribution must be regarded as extremely doubtful. Apart from the fact that the face is not found in print until the mid-nineteenth century, its existence is not noted in the interim period. It is the best of all Samaritan faces cut since it accurately and clearly represents a Samaritan script of the Nablus or coastal types before c.1200 198 and can be read easily by anyone versed in Samaritan without the need to adapt to any stylizations or idiosyncracies which make reading other Samaritan types a difficult task. It is the only Samaritan font in which each letter has a natural appearance. The balance between the natural look, and the slight awkwardness caused by extensions of the left leg of 'aleph and tav, would incline us to believe that the model for the font was MS BN Sam.l. Since this manuscript was not acquired by de Peiresc until 1628 199 it would hardly have been a suitable source for de Sanlecque in 1632. The face is found in two sizes, the larger in Zotenberg's catalogue of the Samaritan manuscripts in the Bibliotheque Nationale (Imperiale)200 and both sizes in Adolph Neubauer's editions of the Samaritan Chronicles. 201 In the absence of direct knowledge we may assume that the face was cut for the printing of Zotenberg's catalogue. Zotenberg, a scholar with a sound knowledge of Samaritan, was probably dissatisfied with the faces available to him in the national printing-house and probably suggested that a new face be cut for the work. A good many new faces were cut for the Imprimerie Nationale in the nineteenth century. A list is to be found in Audin202 but the Samaritan is not among them. Most of the exotics were cut by Marcellin Legrand and the Aubert brothers. Whilst the Aubert brothers cut fonts similar to the Samaritan their style seems to lack the finer shadings noted in this excellent face.203 The Samaritan looks more like the work of Marcellin Legrand. Yet he ceased cutting type by 1845 which might be too early a date to be taken into consideration. Until further evidence is available judgement must be suspended. Whatever the answer, this last French face was the work of a master whose font is the best of the Samaritan faces ever cut.
